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I
n this study, I analyzed the petrography of piston cores and
grab samples taken in the Ross Sea to determine the nature

of the diamicton deposited there. The west antarctic ice sheet,
which drains largely into the Ross Sea, contains several fast-
moving ice streams. These are thought to be riding on a
water-saturated till layer (Alley et al. 1989). This fluidized till
model has strong implications for the stability of the ice sheet,
because shear deformation of this layer allows the ice streams
to move much more rapidly than would be the case with plas-
tic deformation or basal sliding (Engelhardt et al. 1990).

Cores and seismic surveys in the Ross Sea indicate a
regional unconformity overlain by a diamicton up to tens of
meters thick. Alley et al. (1989) propose that these features are
the result of erosion by the ice streams and deposition of flu-
idized till. Our objectives were to determine whether or not
the diamicton was indeed a fluidized till layer and to use vari-
ations in petrographic composition of the diamicton to dis-
tinguish between ice-stream provenances.

To study the diamicton, we collected piston cores, in
conjunction with seismic data, in the eastern and western
Ross Sea while we were aboard the R/V
Nathaniel B. Palmer. The several-meter-155
long cores were described and shear	70
strengths were measured on board,
immediately after splitting them. Nine	71
cores were selected for analysis from an
east-west transect across ice streams C
and B and part of ice stream A (figure 1).
Samples were taken approximately every
50 centimeters within each core, soaked
in a mild Calgon solution, ultrasonically
cleaned for 30-60 seconds, and washed
through a 63-micron sieve. The coarse
(larger than 1 millimeter) fraction was
used for a loose-grain analysis under the
microscope. On average, 125 grains were
counted for 35 samples. The rock types
fell into several distinct categories, includ-
ing metamorphics, volcanics, till pellets,
and aeolian sandstone (see table). Most of
the rock types include several subcate-
gories. None of these, however, was abun-
dant enough to be considered as a sepa-
rate group. Figure 2 shows the variations
in sample composition.

Ternary plots of the sample composi-
tions show that all samples from the same
core cluster together, indicating homo-
geneity with depth. Furthermore, the
samples show provinciality, because the

compositions can be divided into groups corresponding to
cores from different ice streams. Ice stream B has the largest
quantity of volcanics, which are presumably derived from the
adjacent volcanics of Ross Island. Cores taken in ice stream
B/C, farther from the volcanic source, are enriched in the
metamorphic component. The shear strengths vary greatly
but not uniformly with depth. Only small portions of 5 of the
11 cores have shear strengths greater than 0.25 kilograms per
square centimeter. (Shear strength data will be reported in a
Ph.D. thesis currently in process by S.S. Shipp at Rice Univer-
sity.) These results were then compared to those of four near-
by grab samples, collected during Deep Freeze 84. The com-
positions of the grab samples (glacial marine deposits) vary
considerably and typically do not plot near neighboring pis-
ton cores. This is due to the random deposition of ice-rafted
debris.

We expected the Ross Sea diamicton to be one of three
types: cohesive basal till, glacial marine sediment, or fluidized
till. Basal tills are characterized by compositional homogene-
ity and uniformly high shear strengths (greater than 0.25 kilo-
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Figure 1. The Ross Sea continental shelf, showing the location of piston cores from
Nathaniel B. Palmer 94-1 (denoted NBP94) and grab samples from Deep Freeze 84
(DF84) used in this study. The positions of ice streams A, B, and C are those proposed
by Stuiver et al. (1981).
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Rock types found in NBP94 piston cores and DF84 grab samplesa

Grades into 2
and 3

White, calcareous metasediment
Coarse-grained
50-90% white
Feldspar (probably anorthite)
Well-defined dark green and black amphiboles, pyroxenes, epidote,

smaller phlogopite crystals
Green and white metamorphosed sandstone

of fine-grained quartz and chlorite
Texture often sugary
Poorly defined crystals
Various small dark accessory minerals
White-reddish brown metamorphosed

sandstone
Fine-grained, sugary
Up to 90% quartz
Also biotite and various accessory

minerals
May be weakly foliated
Very shiny, coarse-grained, strongly

foliated, silvery-reddish brown muscovite schist
Quartz with up to 90% mica (with some

phiogopite)
Light gray-green pure, nonfoliated

metaquartzite
Medium gray, very fine-grained, weakly

foliated schist with muscovite and probably quartz and feldspar

Vuggy volcanic with glass and olivine
Vugs <0.5 millimeter, often filled

pyroxene
Medium-dark gray aphanitic volcanic
Has some feldspars, a few large (2

millimeter) pyroxene phenocrysts
Buff-light gray welded tuff
Aphanitic matrix with small, angular

fragments of feldspar, quartz, and pyroxene
Not very soft but can be scratched with tweezers
May have pumice texture
Rounded and frosted aeolian quartz grains
Rounded, unlithified pellets (crumble

easily when squeezed with tweezers)
Supported by fine gray matrix
Contains rounded grains of random lithologies

Brown-gray chert

Plutonic rock with large single crystals (several millimeters) of pink-beige
potassium feldspar with some biotite

Light gray-white quartz arenite
Well-rounded, matrix-supported

of uniform size and roundness
Biogenic fragments
Including pieces of bryozoa, foraminifera,

and barnacle plates

Metamorphic

2

3

4

5

6

Volcanics
7

8

9

Sandstone
Till pellets

Miscellaneous
10

11

12

13

Grades into 1

Grades into 1
and 4

Grades into 3

May resemble 8

May be slightly
reddish due to
oxidation

Resembles 10
or till pellets

Beacon Formation
Softer than 9
with rounder
and larger
fragments

Darker and
harder than 9

<4 grains per
sample

<4 grains per
sample

aNBP94 denotes Nathaniel B. Palmer 94-1 cruise. DF84 denotes Deep Freeze 84.
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Figure 2. Petrographic composition of piston
core samples from Nathaniel B. Palmer 94-1
(NBP94) and grab samples from Deep Freeze
84 (DF84). The cores show homogeneity with
depth, because samples from the same core
cluster together. The plots also show provin-
cialty as cores from the same ice stream fall
into groups. Ice stream B is enriched in vol-
canics, probably derived from Ross Island,
whereas ice streams A and B/C contain more
metamorphic fragments. The grab samples
show the effect of ice rafting.

Piston	Ice
Core Stream

NBP94-17 B
NBP94-18 B
NBP94-19 B
NBP94-22 A
NBP94-31 B/C
NBP94-33 B/C
NBP94-35 B/C
NBP94-37 B/C
NBP94-39 B/C

Grab Sample
o DF84-30 B
o DF84-32 B

DF84-51 B/C
+ DF84-27 B/C

Volcanic	 Metamorphic

grams per square centimeter) (Anderson et al. 1980). Glacial
marine deposits are less cohesive and have greater petro-
graphic variability (due to ice rafting) than basal tills, and
their compaction increases gradually with depth (Anderson et
al. 1980). Fluidized till deposits should show petrographic
homogeneity with depth. Shear strengths should be fairly low,
though rigid plugs within the till could produce some variabil-
ity. In addition, fluidized till deposits should show provinciali -
ty due to basal transport in different ice streams.

The piston core samples show the characteristics of a flu-
idized till deposit, because they have low but variable shear
strengths and petrographic homogeneity. My work supports
the hypothesis that sampled portions of the uppermost mas-
sive diamicton in the Ross Sea represent the deposition of a
sub-ice stream fluidized till layer.

This work stems from an undergraduate research partici-
pation project funded by National Science Foundation grant

OPP 93-42953 to John Anderson. I thank Virginia Sisson for
her assistance in the petrographic analysis.
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